Urgent new play at
the Bush Theatre
exposes the human
stories behind
cuts to legal aid

Interview with
the playwright
Rebecca Lenkiewicz

The real-life client
stories behind
the play

What’s the price
of justice in an
age of austerity?

Rebecca Lenkiewicz has a number of firsts to
her name. In 2008, she became the first living
female playwright to have an original play
performed on the National Theatre’s Olivier
stage (Her Naked Skin). With her latest work,
The Invisible – which premieres at the Bush
Theatre from 3 July to 15 August 2015 – she
almost certainly becomes the first author of
either gender to write a play about LASPO
(or the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment
of Offenders Act 2012, as it is not-at-all
affectionately known).
For an Oscar-winning (in 2015, as cowriter of the best foreign language film),
trailblazing playwright to turn her attention
to writing about legal aid felt like quite an
occasion. Legal Action Group, a charity
that campaigns for access to justice,
decided this was something that should
not go unmarked, hence this special
commemorative programme.

This programme is produced by Legal Action
Group, the access to justice charity.
Legal Action Group is a national independent
charity, which promotes equal access to
justice for all members of society who are
socially or otherwise disadvantaged. LAG
seeks to improve law and practice, the
administration of justice and legal services
through its programme of publications,
training and policy work. www.lag.org.uk

In an interview with Rebecca (pages 4–5), she
explains how she came to write her character
Gail, the solicitor at Cromwell Law Centre
who battles to keep everyone else – clients
and colleagues alike – afloat, while her own
personal and professional life are heading for
the rocks.
On pages 6–7, we remember the heady
days of 2014, when legal aid lawyers were
revolting. We hear stories from the legal
aid front line, including from a campaigning
lawyer (page 9) and an equally campaigning
client (page 8); and about a system that sets
clients up to fail and is only prevented from
grinding to a halt by the countless unobserved
acts of kindness by legal aid lawyers every day
(page 10).
Fiona Bawdon, editor, Legal Action
July 2015

“The Law Society is delighted to support
Legal Action Group in the production of this
programme. We believe access to justice is
an issue of concern to everyone, particularly
the most vulnerable people in society. The
Invisible is an important piece of work and the
Law Society is privileged to play its part in
bringing the importance of the issues to life.”
Andrew Caplen, President, The Law Society

Edited by Fiona Bawdon (www.fionabawdon.com); designed by Well Made (www.wellmadestudio.com)

Bush Theatre regular and barrister Richard Gordon QC
explains why Rebecca Lenkiewicz’s account of a fictionalised
law centre shows the reality of the impact of recent cuts in
legal aid spending.
As a practising lawyer witnessing daily the
devastation of the legal aid cuts caused by LASPO
(the delphic acronym for the Legal Aid, Sentencing
and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012), I could not
be happier that Rebecca Lenkiewicz’s new play The
Invisible (which seeks to explain that devastation
dramatically) is being staged at the Bush Theatre,
where I have been coming for 20 years.

Over the years, I have acted for a large number of
clients for whom legal aid has changed their entire
lives. My most memorable client is, and will always
be, Pam Coughlan, who was given a home-for-life
promise by her local authority that if she left her
long-stay hospital, she would be housed in a new
state-of-the-art care home for life. Almost as soon as
she agreed to leave, she was told that the authority
could not keep its promise for financial reasons.

Successive governments have found legal aid,
with its supposed fat-cat lawyers, a budgetary
soft target. But the coalition government waged a
different kind of battle, which continues under the
current government. This has included an almost
ideological crusade against judges and lawyers
seeming to involve public attacks on anything
‘legal’ that moves including the Human Rights Act,
judicial review (the court process for challenges to
government decisions) and the cost of legal aid.

A society in which only the rich
and the powerful can afford
to litigate has abandoned the
rule of law and protection of
fundamental rights.
In those days, legal aid was available. Pam won her
case triumphantly and established a common law
principle (‘substantive legitimate expectation’)
that has since (and as a direct result of her case)
become the law over most of the common law
world. The principle is that when a public body
makes a promise, it is legally bound to keep it.

It needs to be stressed that this crusade threatens
the rule of law itself because it impacts so
adversely on ordinary lives; it erodes access to
justice for the ones who need it most – for those
who cannot afford to pay for lawyers without the
support of the state. A society in which only the
rich and the powerful can afford to litigate is one
that has, in truth, abandoned the rule of law and
protection of fundamental rights.

Not such a radical principle, you may think. Yet
previous courts had described it as a legal ‘heresy’.
It took legal aid to convert heresy to orthodoxy.

Already, the LASPO cuts have removed some
£300m from the public funding of providers of
advice, like law centres, with more to come. To take
but one example of the effect on ordinary lives –
caught graphically in Rebecca’s play – bereft of a
lawyer to argue their case, there has been a drastic
increase (around 30 per cent) in the number of
people having to appear without lawyers in family
courts (an area savaged by the cuts). Without the
most basic legal advice on offer, large numbers
are being deterred from going to court at all
because of the complexity of the forms they have
to complete (24 pages for an application form for
a case involving contact with children; 32 pages for
the guidance document on how to fill it in).

I doubt that Pam Coughlan would have been
granted legal aid with LASPO in force. In our
austerity culture it is, of course, not only people
like Pam who will lose out. We all will because
justice, and the capacity of our society to nurture
it, is being slowly drained away.
Rebecca’s play shows this dramatically rather than
statistically. For that, both she and the Bush are to
be congratulated.
Richard Gordon QC
Speaking Up, page 8
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In The Invisible, Rebecca Lenkiewicz has done a remarkable job
of getting under the skin of legal aid issues, says Fiona Bawdon.
Laura: I told you, it’s changed. Since LASPO.
Shaun: I don’t like acronyms. They generally
have something to hide.

The clients’ stories in the The Invisible are based on
real cases but Lenkiewicz was ‘nervous of producing
a dry piece of brittle theatre’. Her solution was to
focus on creating believable characters and, as
‘a great fan of Dennis Potter’, to weave fantasy
sequences into the narrative. Everyone is given a
moment where their cares suddenly evaporate and
they break into song or dance. Lenkiewicz says:
‘It’s a dreamscape. The idea that, wouldn’t life be
great if, in the middle of a law centre, you could
have a little dance and a sherry? Often life is made
complicated for no good reason and I think people,
as human beings, crave joy and simplicity.’

The Invisible is rare among legal dramas (whether
on stage or screen) in that its author, Rebecca
Lenkiewicz, resists the temptation to have its
lawyers strutting their stuff in court to show
their legal muscle. Its single courtroom scene is
notable for the absence of any lawyers at all, solely
featuring a floundering ‘litigant in person’.
Instead, the play revolves around the day-to-day
dealings of the fictional but acutely observed
Cromwell Law Centre: Shaun, whose benefits
have been overpaid and is being threatened with
clawback; the elderly Mr Ergen who is in breach
of his lease because he won’t give up his dog; a
grieving mother hit by the bedroom tax after her
daughter’s death leaves her with an empty room.

Of course, one of the reasons why the lives of
the clients and lawyers in The Invisible are made
complicated is LASPO, which cut legal aid funding
for social welfare law advice, so many people can
no longer get help with housing, employment
or benefits problems. Lenkiewicz was new to
this subject (she was commissioned by the Bush
Theatre specifically to write about legal aid), but
has clearly done her homework.

The lead character in the play, solicitor Gail
Shaunessy, lacks the usual signifiers of powerful
women lawyers – what Lenkiewicz characterises
as ‘American attorney suit and heels’ – but to the
client whose housing ‘wasn’t fit for rats’ until she
got him rehoused, she is ‘Joan of Arc … heroic’.
As Gail puts it in the play: ‘We may not power dress
but we are not a knitting circle.’

In a scene that will evoke cheers of recognition
from anyone working in the field, among the
difficulties the overworked and under-resourced
Gail faces is what to do with interns sent to the law
centre by City firms.
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For a newcomer to the field, Lenkiewicz has done
a remarkable job of getting under the skin of the
issue. A client who has walked four miles to get to
the law centre is redirected to a Citizens Advice
Bureau ‘three short bus rides’ away. The toll taken
on health and relationships of permanently working
at full stretch is hinted at in Gail’s throwaway but
resonant line, ‘I’ve never had the time’ to have
children, and Laura’s boyfriend’s comment: ‘You
are never home to talk to. Your skin is actually paler
than when I first met you.’
Lenkiewicz also wonderfully captures the strange
dichotomy that although law centres are the places
where clients really do turn up trailing malodorous,
drooling dogs, they are also the places where
ground-breaking law is made. Bad as things are,
Gail is proud that she previously brought an unfair
dismissal case that ‘changed the law’.
Lenkiewicz says she wanted to show that ‘there is
very specific work being done in these places. It’s
not just a kind of fuzzy comfort station. It doesn’t
wear its power like a gladiator, but it’s there, just
quietly humming away.’
The theme of grace comes up repeatedly in the
play, including one scene where Gail describes
watching a heavily laden bag lady getting on a
bus: ‘She arranged them all very carefully and just
stood with this wall of carrier bags filled with her
life. A boy offered her a seat but she said no and
just stood there next to her bags. There was a real
dignity to it.’ Part of the role of legal aid lawyers
is to bear witness to the dignity of those who too
often are invisible and unheard, says Lenkiewicz.
But it is not just the clients who risk invisibility.
Legal aid lawyers are also in danger of being
rubbed out. Gail herself is a contradictory mix
of strength and vulnerability. We see her on a
series of disastrous dates and she cannot save the
law centre that is her life from ending up in dire
financial straits.
The play ends with Cromwell Law Centre’s future
looking as bleak as that of many legal aid clients.
Lenkiewicz says she was surprised to discover
how powerless lawyers are to defend themselves
against threats to their own survival.
She says: ‘Lawyers have got the law and all that
history on their side, and yet if the government
punches you, there really isn’t any coming back,
is there?’

Rehearsal photos: Helen Maybanks

Lenkiewicz says that what she learned from talking
to law centre solicitors and others led her to
conclude: ‘The sky is falling down and we need to
be careful. The government is not on our side in
terms of keeping justice for all.’

In the run-up to LASPO being approved by
parliament, few concessions were made by the
government, despite the efforts of a broad coalition
of campaigners including the Women’s Institute.

The climax of the protests came in March 2014,
with what was dubbed ‘Grayling Day’, after the
then Lord Chancellor, Chris Grayling, as hundreds
of barristers and solicitors walked out, bringing
many courts to a standstill.

A second round of cuts was announced two years
ago and for a few heady months lawyers, and even
the odd celebrity, took to the streets in defence
of legal aid. The newly formed Justice Alliance and
the organisations representing legal aid lawyers
succeeded in mobilising mass support in a way that
had previously seemed impossible, and the protests
generated rare favourable media headlines in
support of the profession. Equally surprising was
the unity within the profession, as solicitors and
barristers campaigned side by side, particularly
against proposed cuts to criminal legal aid.

Soon after, in a tactically astute response, Grayling
did a deal with the Bar over payments for criminal
advocates. With the Bar largely placated, the
campaign appeared to stall.
The Justice Alliance continues to show it has the
power to rally support to an extent unthinkable
even two years ago – including for the Not the
Global Law Summit demonstration in February
2015 – but following what critics see as the buying
off of the Bar, the campaign to save legal aid has
so far been unable to match the momentum it
reached in 2014.

The united front was not to last, however.
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The Invisible shows how legal aid gives a voice to those who
would otherwise go unseen and unheard. Some of the people
it protects are, literally, unable to speak for themselves, says
Fiona Bawdon.
All Pamela Coughlan wanted was for her health
authority to keep its word.

The health authority knew the residents were
vulnerable, but made the mistake of thinking they
were powerless.

Severely disabled after a road accident, Pam was
persuaded to move from a long-stay hospital into
a state-of-the-art care home, on the promise
it would be her home for life. Within weeks,
her health authority changed its mind and told
everyone they would have to move out again. The
home was to be sold.

Despite being paralysed from the
shoulders down, armed with legal
aid, Pamela Coughlan was able to
move legal mountains.

The news was, Pam still recalls 15 years later,
‘absolutely terrifying’. Rather than the purposebuilt permanent home she and the other residents
had been promised, they were to be moved into
what she describes as ‘an old people’s nursing
home’, ill-equipped to deal with such severe
disabilities. Some residents very likely might not
have survived the move. ‘There was one man in
particular, he was a former footballer and only in
his 40s. He had MS and to move him would have
killed him. He was very fragile.’

As much by luck as anything else (after initially
looking for a solicitor in the Yellow Pages), Pam
found her way to two of the finest, most innovative
lawyers in what was then still the evolving field of
community care law: solicitor Nicola Mackintosh
QC (hon) (‘a real fighter’) and barrister Richard
Gordon QC (‘such a good man’).
They made quite a team and the rest, as they say,
is legal history.

Despite a broken neck and being paralysed from
the shoulders down, Pam was less incapacitated
than the five other residents affected. Crucially,
her voice and her wits were unimpaired. She says:
‘I was the only one who could speak. I was speaking
for everyone else, as much as myself.’

Despite being paralysed from the shoulders down,
armed with legal aid, Pamela Coughlan was able
to move legal mountains. Her case established
(among other things) the fundamental principle
that when a public body makes a promise, it has
to keep it. As Richard Gordon says, thanks to
Pam’s triumph, the principle known to lawyers as
‘substantive legitimate expectation’ now applies
throughout most of the common law world.

Even with Pam’s sharp intelligence and
determination (she remains an inveterate
campaigner and letter writer to this day), without
legal aid, she would have been able to achieve
nothing. At first, they tried asking nicely. ‘We
invited the chief executive here and showed them
around, and how this was ideal and specially built
for our type of patient, and explained how as
residents, we’d been allowed to help in the design
of it and the furnishings.’ It became obvious that
their pleas had fallen on deaf ears when wouldbe buyers began being shown around the home,
measuring up around them. ‘It was an awful feeling.’

More importantly, aged 72, Pam still lives in the
home that suits her so well and that she fought
so hard to keep, although all the other long-stay
residents have been replaced by people staying for
shorter periods.
‘I am the last man standing,’ she says cheerily.
Legal Aid, Like Good Drama, Changes Lives, page 3
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Without legal aid there would be no crusading lawyers
and no Stephen Lawrence case, says Imran Khan.

Even before the LASPO cuts, legal aid didn’t cover
everything. There were still significant gaps in the
scheme, which meant you couldn’t get funding for
some types of case, no matter how important. The
Lawrence case – which turned out to be one of the
most significant of my career – is one such case
where there was no legal aid funding available.

just enough profit in my small firm to allow
me to devote time to it unpaid, and Mrs (now
Baroness) Lawrence’s absolute doggedness and
determination to do right by her son, that anyone
has heard of Stephen Lawrence.
If the Lawrence case happened today, and Mrs
Lawrence walked through my door tomorrow, I
would have no choice but to turn her away. Her
courage and steadfastness may not have changed,
but legal aid has.

The difference between now and 1993 is that back
then there was enough financial slack in the system
to allow firms like mine to take on these free cases
and still survive financially. Legal aid lawyers were
never fat cats (despite what you may have heard),
but we could turn just enough of a profit on work
that was funded by legal aid to take a chance on
cases like Lawrence, to see where they led. Even
though the case wasn’t legally aided, it is thanks to
the legal aid system that revelations about police
racism, corruption and undercover activities ever
saw the light of day.

It is thanks to the legal aid system
that revelations about police
racism, corruption and undercover
activities ever saw the light of day.
Photo: Robert Aberman

That has now changed, however. Successive
governments have chiseled away at legal aid fees
over many years – and there is more to come. We
have just endured a second 8.75 per cent cut in
fees for criminal defence work in just over a year.
We are already cut to the bone.
Some firms will go to the wall. Others will move
away from legal aid towards better paid, privately
funded cases – which means turning our backs
on the poor and disadvantaged, who are exactly
the kinds of people many of us came into the
profession to help. We can no longer take on cases
where there has been an obvious injustice, but
that will take many, many hours to investigate,
with no guarantee of any kind of result. Everyone
now talks as if the failures by the police around
Stephen’s death were so blatant, and the rightness
of the Lawrence family’s cause so obvious, that it
was inevitable something would have to be done.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
We fought and fought to get anyone’s attention.
It was only because of the combination of

Doreen Lawrence: no justice without legal aid
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Legal aid lawyers, like Laura in The Invisible, often go
beyond the call of duty for vulnerable clients, but a chance
conversation outside court with one immigration solicitor
brought barrister Nick Armstrong up short.
Immigration detention is a particularly fraught
area of practice. The clients are often extremely
vulnerable. Long unstructured and unpredictable
detention extracts a significant cost from those
who experience it. At the same time, immigration
detainees are also extremely unpopular
individuals. They may have no basis for staying
in the UK. They may have been disbelieved by
immigration judges. They may well be offenders.
They may have explanations for all of this, but
their explanations are not always easy to hear over
the chorus of disapproval.

my question about clothing, she said: ‘Well, I will
just have to have another rummage in my sons’
wardrobe. They never seem to notice.’
I pressed a bit further and she told me a little more,
although she was embarrassed about my interest.
But what it amounts to is this: all of us working in
this area are used to slipping clients the odd £10
or £20 note, or the odd travel card. What Eileen
is doing, however, goes much further. The sums
are much larger. They cover travel when they need
to. Train fares. Penalty fares when they’re caught
without a ticket because they didn’t have enough
money to pay for one. Telephone top-ups for
keeping in touch with whatever family the clients
may still have.

Outside court one day, Eileen Bye, an immigration
solicitor in London, and I were discussing a
particular client who was about to be released
on High Court bail after years of immigration
detention. I was expressing concern that longterm immigration detainees are always released
with little support. They are only entitled to
accommodation and vouchers for food, which can
only be spent in certain shops. There is no cash.
There is often no travel card or other means of
travelling, including to bail reporting appointments
or to a shop where the voucher will be accepted.

And Eileen is also clothing some of her clients.
She says her sons are now of an age where they
need less from her, in terms of money and other
support. So, she says, she is in a position to help
out. Sometimes it is only with her support that the
clients manage to stay out of the detention we
have all worked so hard to bring to an end. She just
has to do a double take sometimes when clients
turn up in the office looking a bit like her sons.

This client was being released outside London.
We had no control over what time he might be
released – it might be at night. He had to travel
to London on his own. He had never been to
London before. He had to find his way to the bail
accommodation. He had to find food. It was also
winter and we did not know what kind of clothing
he would have.

It is the details like this that matter. Eileen has
spent her career working in this area, trying to
improve things at a systemic level. But I think it is
these small, invisible acts of kindness made day by
day, client by client, that stand out.
I think the clients feel the same. They don’t always
say much, these men, and they may not experience
many acts of kindness. But I do know that when our
client arrived successfully in London, and Eileen
topped up his phone and sorted him out with a
travel card, he repaid her with something he had
made: a paper swan.

I think it is these small, invisible,
acts of kindness made day by day,
client by client, that stand out.
It was in this context that I was having my slightly
despondent, ‘What do we do?’ conversation
with Eileen. Which is when she made the chance
remark that brought me up short. In response to

It was made from his final detention monthlyprogress report.
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LASPO was the biggest assault on the legal aid scheme
in its 66-year history, says access to justice campaigner
Steve Hynes.
Just over a century ago, a judge was reported
to have quipped that, like the Ritz Hotel, the
justice system was open to all in England. It was
the growing recognition that without advice and
representation, justice would be the preserve of
the rich that led to the foundation of the modern
legal aid system in 1949.

think, it seems that people instinctively understand
the importance of equality before the law and the
need for civil legal aid to ensure this.
Withdrawal of civil legal aid has had knock-on
consequences. In other research published by LAG,
GPs reported an increase in patients who would
benefit from legal advice and most agreed that lack
of advice would damage patient health.

The founders of the civil legal aid system had no
grand vision to create the legal equivalent of the
NHS. Nevertheless, by the mid-1970s the system
had evolved into an important safety net, which
would assist people with the everyday problems
that anyone can face due to the loss of a job,
sickness, disability or other difficulty. In the 66
years of its existence, while governments might
have tinkered with the scheme, until 2013, the
characters portrayed in Rebecca Lenkiewicz’s
acutely observed play – Ken, the father deprived
of his children; Aisha, the domestic violence
victim; Shaun, who has problems with his benefits
payments – would have been eligible for help under
legal aid. That has now changed.

The government knew precisely
what it was doing. Its own ‘impact
assessments’ predicted that it
was the poor and vulnerable who
would be hit hardest.
Total expenditure on both criminal and civil legal
aid has now fallen by £400m since 2010 to around
£1.7bn, which is less than it costs to run the NHS
for a single week. A relatively small amount of
expenditure in government terms would return the
civil legal aid system to one that can ensure access
to justice for people facing common legal problems.

At a stroke, LASPO axed legal aid for many civil
legal problems. Most employment and benefits
cases are now excluded, and many housing
and family law cases have been dropped from
the scope of the scheme. According to the
government’s own estimate, 600,000 fewer
people are now entitled to legal aid.

LAG believes in a justice system that treats everyone
fairly regardless of their means. After the LASPO
cuts, though, we have been left with a justice system
open only to those with money.

The government knew precisely what it was doing.
Its own ‘impact assessments’, published before
the civil legal aid cuts came into effect, predicted
that it was the poor and vulnerable who would
be hit hardest. For example, more than half of
those losing help with benefit problems would be
disabled; women and ethnic minorities would be
particularly badly hit.

However much residual support there is for
legal aid, the government will only listen if more
ordinary people join the fight to save it. Lawyers
and campaigners already understand all too well
what has been lost, but The Invisible, with its
powerful depictions of the impact of denial of
justice, has an important role to play in sending this
message to a wider audience.

Legal Action Group (LAG) conducted independent
opinion polling which found that over 80 per cent
of the public are in favour of legal aid for these
kinds of cases. Whatever the politicians might

Steve Hynes is director of Legal Action
Group and author of Austerity Justice
(LAG, 2012)
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